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Three Gruman Aerospace Corporation (GAC) configurations of the Reusable 
Orbital Spaceplane (ROS) were tested in the GAC Low Speed Wind Tunnel during March 
and April, 1971. The tests were made with 1/25 scale models to obtain basic subsonic 
aerodynamic data. The models were pitched over selected angle of attack rankes at 
fixed sideslip angles of 00 and-3° and yawed from -150 to +150 at fixed angles of attack 
of 00 and 200. The nominat test conditions were: Mach number, 0. 17; Reynolds number, 
1.6 x 106 per foot; dynamic pressure, 40 psf. 
Most of the testing was done using the basic body-wing-vertical tail arrahgement 
of configuration ROS-NB1. 'This configuration, with various elevon, aileron and rudder 
deflections, was tested with and without a ground board. Other test parameters included 
a split rudder, a body flap; turbojet engine pods and aft end body modifications, in 
addition, tests were performed on configurations ROS-NB2 and ROS-WB1; a short nose 
and wide body configuration respectively. 
Several runs were also nade to test the model In ground effect. The surface of 
the ground board was located 15 inches below the trunnion. This location of the ground 
board provided a vaiue for the wing height parameter, h/b = 0. 295, where h is the height 
of the 0. 25 MAC above the ground board and b is'the wing span. 
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This report presents the results of a second series of aerodynamic tests con­
ducted on 1/25 scale models of three GAC Reusable Orbital Spaceplanes (ROS). This 
test, designated GWTT 290 was performed at the GAC Low Speed Wind Tunnel during 
the period 29 March - 13 April, 1971. The first series of tests have been reported 
in SADSAC reports DMS-DR-1081. The results presented herein supplement and 
extend the Series I test results. 
The objectives of this test were to obtain low speed aerodynamic data on: 
1) configuration ROS-NB1 with and without ground proximity for various 
conditions- of pitch, yaw; elevon deflection and rudder deflection. 
2) a modificdtion of configuration ROS-NB1 at various angles of sideslip for 
= 1 degrees. 
3) the effects of nose length,. body flap deflection and engine pods. 
4) configuration ROS-WB1, with and without twin tail fins, at various 
angles-of sideslip for a =210. 
Additionally,. the effects of elevons and aft body modifications on base pressure were 
determined. Tufts were utilized on several test runs to ascertain the flow patterns 
over the model. It should be noted that the data in data sets RCW079 and RCW080 

























Total Axial Force -
Base Axial Force 
Forebody Axial Force 
Total Drag Force 
Base Drag Force 








Lift-To-Drag Force Ratio 
Lift-To-Forebody Drag Force Ratio 
Normal-To-Axial Force Ratio 






































Individual components tested in various combinations-were: 
B1 - basic ROS-NB1 fuselage 
BIB 
- basic ROS-NB1 fuselage with aft end modifications (see Figure 13) 
BIC 
B2 - basic ROS-WB1 fuselage 
B3 - ROS-NB2 fuselage derived from mating short nose to the B1 body 
at Fus. Sta. 1216. 
E1 
- j 
- turbojet engine nacelles (see Figure 11) 
E2 - twiniturbojet engine nacelles (see Figure 12) 
W1 - basic wing (see Figure 9) 
W2 - basic wing, W1 , with clipped tips (see Figure 9) 
V1 - basic ROS-NB1, centerline vertical tail 
V2 - basic ROS-WB1 twin body tails 
V3 - wing,tip fins 
V313 - modified wing tip fins (see Figure 10) 
F1 - body flap 
GB - ground board 
Pertinent dimensional information for each of the above componentiis given in the 
Model Component Description Sheets which are located after the figures. The Data 
Set Collation Sheets, which follow immediately, give a complete test summary of 
configurations investigated. 
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Description: This is a continuous flow, open circuit, closed throat tunnel.
 
The test section is 7 feet by 10 feet by 20 feet. 
A 12-foot diameter pro­




Speed Range (mph): 134 maximum 
Reynolds Number (x 106/ft): 1.7 maximum 
Operating P2essure: Atmospheric 
Dynamic Pressure (psf): .46 maximum 
Stagnation Temperature:- Ambient 
Power (HP): 1750 
TESTING CAPABILITIES: 
The GAC Low Speed Wind Tunnel is equipped for aerodynamic force and 
pressure testing on 3-dimensional, 2-dimensionsl, and reflection 
-plane models.
 
Capability also exists for conducting powered model, flutter, jet flap, flow
 
visualization, and wake survey tests.
 
A variable frequency power unit having a -rangefrom 0 to 660 HZ, and
 




Available model supports include: two and three point supports, a sin­
gle mount with fixed ,linkages for setting model pitch 'ttitude, wire supports,
 
bnd a pedestal mount 'for half model tests. 
 Special installations 'can be pro­
yided to sting support models. Image systems are available for evaluating
 




TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION(aS) 
The tunnel primary balance is a six-component mechanical external
 
yoke type. The balance incorporates a pitch arm with*450 pitch capability
 
and a yaw table which can provide k450 of yaw. Capability also exists for
 
conducting tests with internal strain gage balance installations.
 
Removable wall inserts are available for 2-dimensional tests and a
 
stationary ground plane is available for investigating ground effects.
 
An IHm 1800 computer system serves as the facilities data acquisition
 
and reduction center. It is dedicated to the facility and provides on-line
 




The facility can provide photographic, closed-circuit and play-back
 

















.17 I.6 x 106 .278 80 degrees 
LOW SPEED WIND TUIQNELBALANCE UTILIZED: YOKE-TYPE 
COEFFICIENT
 
CAPACITY: ACCURACY: TOLERANCE: 
NF + 4,000 lb.to -2,000 lb .002
. -b 

SF ± 500 lbs. . .001
 
AF ± 500 lbs, iO
 
PM t 1.200 ft~lbs. ". 005
 
YN ... ft'u -l2
2aSt~s.- 1 -+ 





Trinsition was fixed with strips of pinked electricians tape, 1. 5 inches streamwise aft 
of the fuselage nose and 0. 75 inches aft of the leading edge of the wing and tail surfaces. 
(see Figures 2, 3 aid 4.) 
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DATA REDUCTION AND CORRECTIONS 
Force Data - The force data mere redhced with respect to a nominal C.G. 
The location of the nominal C.G., the trunnion center, and the reference 
dimensions used to reduce the force data are listed in Table I.
 
Table II.- Location of Nominal C.G., Trunnion Center and 
Reference Dimensions Used to Reduce the Force Data.
 
FULL SCALE VALUE 1/25 SCALE VALUE 
FS 1485 in. 59.40 in.
 




FS 1314 in. 52.56 in. 
TRUNNION WL 333.2 in. 13.328 in. 
CENTER B 
BL 0 0 
SREF 5,747 ft.2 9.1952 ft. 2 
16o.8 ft. 6.432 ft. 
bREF 97.3 ft. 3.892 ft. 
Corrections were applied to the data to compensate for effects due to
 
tunnel flow misalignment and model support interference. These corrections
 
were taken from the Series I tests (GWTT 289). They were obtained by taking
 
force data under various conditions: (a) with body alone and with body-wing
 
arrangements of the model, 








(c) with an image of the model support system and without, and
 
(d) at various angles of pitch (with 6 = 0) and at various angles of yaw 
(with a = 0). 
The angle of attack was computed with an equation that included cor­
rections for tunnel wall interference and flow misalignment. The tunnel wall 
interference correction was estimated to be 1.203 CL, and the flow misalign­
ment correction was determined (from GWTT 289) to be 0.35 deg. Hence, the 
angle of attack was computed as 
a = N + 1.203 CL + 0.35 deg. 
where QN denotes the nominal angle of pitch. 
The angle of sideslip was taken to be minus the nominal angle of yaw,
 
where Ti denotes the nominal angle of yaw. 
Tare, support system interference, tunnel wall and model blockage cor­
rections were applied 'to the longitudinal components of the force data 
(CD,D, C,s). Only model blockage corrections were applied to the lateral 
components of the force data (Cps, Cn, Cy). The tunnel wall corrections 
applied to the data were.-' 
&ACD 0.'018 L2 and 
A %, = o.OO tCL 
14 
DATA REDUCTION AND CORRECTIONS
 
(CONTINUED) 
The model blockage correction was made by computing a corrected free­
stream dynamic pressure from one of the equations
 
= l.018 9,qN, if ground board was out, or 
q. 1.1448 qN,' if ground board was in. 
All force data were tabulated in standard NASA coefficient form in the 
stability axis systems. 
Transition was fixed with strips of pinked electricians tca . 5 inches 
streamwise aft of the fuselage nose and 0.75 inches aft of the leading edges 
of the wing and tail surfaces. 
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PLOT. TITLE. -. SCHEDUJLE' 
Figure 1 	 Yaw Polar in Ground A 
Effect
 
Figure 2 	 Elevator Effectiveness B 
in Ground Effect 
Figure 3 	 Aileron Effectiveness A 
in Ground Effect -
ELEVTR=0. Deg. 
Figure 4 	 Aileron Effectiveness A 
in Ground Effect -
ELEVT=-5. Deg. 
Figure 5 	Aileron Effectiveness A 

in Ground Effect -
ELEVT=-l0. Deg. 
Figure 6 	 Rudder Effectiveness A 
in Pitch in Ground 
Effect
 
Figure 7 	 Rudder Effectiveness C 
in Yaw in Ground 
Effect, ALPHA=O. Deg. 
Figure 8 	 Aileron Effectiveness C 
in Yaw in Ground Effect, 
ALPHA=0. Deg., ELEVTR=O. 
Deg. 
Figure 9 	 Aileron E.ffectiveness C 
in Yaw in Ground Effect, 
ALPHA=0., ELET=-5. Deg. 
DATA PLOT INDEX 
CO)NDITIONS VARYING 
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-15 - 15 34-39 
-15 - 15 4o-45 








Figure 10 Aileron Effectiveness C 

















-15 - 15 
PAGES 
52-57 
Figure 11 Aileron EffectiVeness 
in Yaw in Ground Effect, 
ALPHA=21., ELEVT=-10. 
Deg. 
C Aileron Deflection 
Angle 
0.17 21 
-15 - 15 58-63 
Figure 12 Aileron Effectiveness 
In Yaw in Ground Effect,
ALPHA=21., ELEW=-5. 
C Aileron Deflection 
Angle, 
0.17 21. >--15 - 15 64-69 
Deg. 
Figure 13 Aileron Effectiveness 
in Yaw in Ground Effect, 
ALPHA=21", ELEVO=0.Deg. 
C Aileron Deflection 
Angle 
0.17 21 -15 15 70-75 
H 
Figure 14 Rudder Effectiveness 
in Yaw in Ground Effect, 
ALPHA = 21. Dg. 
C Rudder Deflection 
Angle 
0.17 21 .15 - 15 76-81 
Figure 15 Effect of Short Nose 
Yaw, ALPHA = 0. Dg. 
in C Configuration n0.1y 0 -15 -15 82-87 
Figure 16 Effect of Short Nose in-
Yaw, ALPHA = 21. Deg. 
- C Configuration 0.17 21 
-15- 15 88-93 
Figure 17 Effect of Short Nose in 
Yaw, (Body Alone), ALPHA=O. 
Deg. 
C Configuration 0.17 0 -15 ­ 15 94-99 
Figure 18 Effect of Short Nose in 
Pitch 
B Configuration 0.17 
-4- 26 0 100-102 













NOYt fiAL 8 
SCHEDULE 
(nDEsss PAGES 
Figure 19 Yaw Polar-Shorz Nose A Angle of Sideslip, 0.17 -4 - 26 0 and 3 103-108 
Figure 20 Effect of Body Flap 
(Long Nose) 
B Body Flap Deflec-
tion Angle 
0.17 -4­ 26 0 109-ill 
Figure 21 'RudderEffectiveness 
in Pitch 
A Rudder Deflection 
Angle 
0.17 -4­ 26 0 112-117 
Figure 22 Effect of Split Rudders 
in Pitch 
D Rudder Deflection 
Angle 
0.17 -4­ 26 0 118-120 
Figure 23 Effect of Engine Pods 
(El) in Pitch 
D Configuration 0.17 -4 - 26 0 121-123 
Figure 24 Yaw Polars With Engine 
Pods (al) 
A Angle of Sideslip 0.17 -4 - 26 0 and 3 124-129 
Figure 25 Effect of Engine Pods 
(El) in Yaw, ALPFA=21. 
Deg. 
C Configuration 0.17 21 -15 - 15 130-135 H 
Figure 26 Rudder Effectiveness 
in Yaw, ALPHA=0.0 Deg. 
C Rudder Deflection 
Angle 
0.17 0 -15 ­ 15 136-141 
Figure 27 Rudder Effectiveness 
in Yaw, ALPHA=21. Deg. 
C Rudder Deflection 
Angle 
0.17 21 -15 - 15 142-147 
Figure 28 Effect of Split-Rudders. 
in Yaw, ALPHA=O. Deg. 
C Rudder Deflection 
Angle 
0f7 - 0 -i5 - 15' 148l53 
Figure 29 Effect of Split Rudders 
in Yaw, ALPHA=21. Deg. 
C Rudder Deflection 
Angle 
0.17 21 -15 ­ 15 154-159 
Figure 30 Effect of Twin Fins With 
Wide Body in Yaw,ALPHA=21. 
Deg. 
E Configuration 0.17 21 -15 ­ 15 160-162 









Figure 31 Effect of Wing Tip 
Fins in Yaw, ALPHA=21. 
Deg. 
E Configuration 0.17 21 
-15 - 15 163-165 
Figure 32 
Figure 33 
Wing Tip Fin Modified, 
ELEVTR=-15. Deog. 



















Effect of E2 Bagine Pods 













0 mnd 3 
171-176 
177-182 
PLOTTED COEFFICIENTS SCHEDULE: 

































































1. Positive directions of force coefficients
 




2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability.
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Figue I Axi s t 
Figure 1. AXiB systems, showing direction and sense of force and 






GIURE 3. " PUOTOGRAPH OF ROS-NB2 TUNNEL INSTALIATION
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FIGURE 6. GENERAL ARRANGEMENT, ROS-NB2 
.2f ENCEcc D'IMENS1ONS, 
=5-747 rTr?
 
AREF = 160.8 JrT 
 "
 








FIGURE 7. GENERAL ARRANGEMENT, ROS-WB1
 
10 ft' 20 ft -
- 184 in ,-_ 
Ground Board.­
L.--.Rer_,,__! 
- Vertical Strut RerIeii 
(a) Front View, (b) Side View 
FIGURE 8. ISTALLION OF MODEL WS GROTJND BOARD 
w2 asic: W wing clipped to accomadate V wing tip fins. Ref. drawing 
51858MOD 1802. 3<m 
WI' 
100,0 
: - I 
_______ _______ 609let__ 
FIaUBB9. \W2'- WING (rw.4.. SC.ALE 
.0 






FIGURE 10. VERTICAL FIN, V3B 
:31
 
B1 	 Flow through models of the four 'ar-breathing engines that swing out 
of the fuselage. There are two on each side. the forward one uder 




4 2 PV . f'. 
.,M. 
(4,/ R, SHW) 1Mol 
FICUE 11 ENGNENCELLS, n 
emi FUR NE S 
v 
" 
\lo through models of the 
tn6.13 turbojet engine poasP,
one being on each side of 
the model. 
-.. FS 13G9 
SECT6 BL 2175 - -
.300 
_ _ _ _._.I 
BL 166.8 
13 D IA . 
FIGURE 12. ENGINE NACELLES, E2 
BC
 
FIGURE 13. AFT END MODIFICATIONS 
34
 




MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - B 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: BASIC ROS-NIf BOnt 
DRAWING NUMBER: 
. 518 MOD 800 
DIMENSIONS,: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
(IT.'orYT 2 ) (IT. or FT. 
Length 





















MODEL COMPONENT: BODY ­ 2 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: BASIC ROS-WB1 Boly 
DRAWING NUMBER: 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
(3T. OR FT.2 )  (ft. oj? ft. 2 ) 
Length i6o.8 
Max. Width 44.8 1.79 
Max. Depth 28.8 1.15 
Fineness Ratio -­3.6 3.6 
Area 
Max. Cross-Sectional 956 1.53 
Planform 516o 8.96 
Wetted 21.17 
Base 7 _4 1.19 
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MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - B,
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: ROS-!B2 Body Derived Dom'Mating a Short Nose to the BI 
Body at FS 1216 
DRAWING NUMBER: 
 518 MOD 815
 
DIMENSIONS: 
 FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 































MODEL COMPONENT: WING -1 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: BASIC ROS-Nr I dflG 



















Rate of Taper .87L 
Taper Ratio 

Diehedral Angle; degrees -I
 -7U 








Sweep Back Angles, degrees

Leading Edge 6o 60 
Trailing Edge 
__97-_._ 







Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) 104.6 4.18 
Tip, (equivalent) 13.5 
MAC - 59.0 2.3 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 1580 in. 5.27 
W.P. of .25 MAC 30 i0277_n. 10 




Root 18% max.camber 10% thickness
 
Tip .3tmax~cnber ±0% thickness 
EXPOSED DATA 
Area 3217 5.147 
Span, (equivalent) 69-.3 2:77 
Aspect Ratio 1.5 1.5 
Taper Ratio .172 .172 
Chords 
Root 78.25 3.13 
Tip 13 .54 
MAC 46.4 1._ _ 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
W.P..of .25 :MAC




MODEL COMPONENT: Elevon 
(for the 1% wing) 
-
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 
 Moveable Control Surface Associated With the ,Wing 

















Ratio Elevator chord/horizontal 
tail chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 
Sweep Back Angles,-degrees 






Area Moment (Normal to hinge line) ,. 
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MODEL COMPONENT: , £ VERTICAL TAIL - V­1
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: BASIC ROS-iB . VERTICAL TAIL
 
DRAWING NUMBER: 518 MOD 803
 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL ,SCALE
 
OR FT2 ) (1. 'ORn
Area Area(FT. 8 z2
 
Span (equivalent) 33.3 1.33
 
Inb'd equivalent chord 
-4.6 1.38
 
Outb'd equivalent chord .55
 




At Inb'dequiv. chord .3 .3
 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 11 .3
 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 
450 ° 450°
 Leading Edge 














MODEL COMPONENT: Rudder (for the V1 vertical-tail)
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 






















At Inb'd equiv. chord 






















































MODEL COMPONENT:. TWIN BODY TAILS ­ v 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: BASIZ ROS-WBI VEBTICAL TAIL 




Inb'd equivalent chord 
Outb'd equivalent chord 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 




Area Moment (Normal, to hinge line) 
AIRFOIL SECTION 
FULL-SCALE 














CAM ANGLE (OUTBOARD) 0 
43 
MODEL COMPONENT: WING TIP FINS - V3
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: VERTICAL FINS LOCATED AT THE TIPS OF THE CLIPPED 
BASIC WING (DESIGNATED W2 








Inb'd equivalent chord 

Outb'd equivalent chord 





At Inb'd equiv. chord 

At Outb'd equiv. chord 




































































a ALPHA angle of attack, angle between the projection 
of the wind Xw-axis on the body X, Z-plane and
the body X-axis; degrees
 
BETA sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xk-axis
 
and the projection of this axis on the body 
X-Z-plane; degrees
 
PSI yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body

Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Y-axis; deErees
 
PHI roll angle, angle of rotation about the body

X-axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is
 
rotated toward the positive Z-axis; degrees
 
P air density; Kg/m 3 , slugs/ft 3
 
a speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
 
fipeed of vehicle relative to surrounding 
atmosphere; m/sec, ft/sec 
q Q(PSI dynamic pressure; 1/2PY, psi, psfQ(Psr -•2  

M MACH Mach number; V/a 
RN/L RN/L Reynolds number per unit length; million/ft 
p static pressure; psi 
P total pressure; psi 









SYMBOL 	 SMOL DEFINITION 
2
S wing area; m , ft2
 
2
S 	 SREF reference area; m , ft2
 
wing mean aerodynamic chord or reference
 
chord; m, ft, in (see 
 oref
O  LREF) 
Aref LREF reference length; m, ft, in.; (see a) 
bref EREF wing span or reference span; m, ft, in 
Ab base area; m2, ft2, Iin2 
c. g. 	 center of gravity
 
MRP 	 MRP abbreviation for moment reference point 
XMWP abbreviation for moment reference point 
on X-axis 
YMRP 	 abbreviation forlmoment reference point 
on Y-axis 






























force or moment about the 
moment about the Z axis 
moment about the X axis 
stability axis system 
wind axis system 
reference conditions 



































lift force coefficient; F)qS
 
drag force coefficient; FDqS
 
base drag coefficient 
forebody drag coefficient; . D - CDb 
pitching moment coefficient; My s/ S -re 
-
side force coefficient; Fy/qS . . 
yawing moment coefficient; MZ,s/qS bref 
rolling moment coefficiet; MXB/qS bref 
lift-to-drag ratio; ICD'J" 


















































horizontal tail incidence; positive when
 
trailing edge down; degrees
 




aileron - total aileron deflection; 





trailing edge down 








to -he left 
spoiler - trailing edge down 
tab - trailing edge down with respect 
to control surface 
antisymmetrical surface deflection angle, degrees; 
positive trailing edge down: 
left aileron - trailing edge down 
right aileron 
- trailing edge down 
left elevon - trailing edge down 
right elevon - trailing edge down 
left spoiler - trailing edge down 



































left wing elevon deflection angle,
positive in trailing edge down; 
degrees 
right wing elevon deflection angle, 
positive in trailing edge down; 
degrees 
elevator deflection angle, (SEL + SER)/2;

degrees 
aileron deflection angle, (SER - SEL);
degrees 
body flap .deflection.-angle--(negative 
is trailing edge up) 
TABULATED DATA LISTING
 
A tabulated data listing, consisting of all sero data sets, both original
 
and those created in arriving at the plotted material to be presented subse­
quently, is available as an addendum to this report. The tabular listing is
 
made up in two sections:
 
(a) 	 a brief.summary list of all data sets containing the identifier,
 
the descriptor, and the resident dependent variables.
 
(b) 	 a full list of all data sets containing all resident or
 
selected aerodynamic coefficients of the data sets as well as
 
the above mentioned information.
 
The listing is currently sent on limited distribution to the following organ­
izations:
 
NASA AMES Mr. V. Stevens 
NASA Mac Mr. Ray Nelson 
GAC Mr. M. Quan 
If copies of this listing are desired, please contact the above or the cog­
nizant SADSAC personnel who, for this data, is:
 
Mr. J. R. Ziler 
Department 2780 
Chrysler Corporation Space Division 
New Orleans, La. 70129 

















-­ 4 -2 O 4 
DAT ST YMOLONIGRAIONDECRPTONANGLEO 
MI 290OFG RODS-RNPT 
GWTT 2a-l OSNIBFIl.IGS 
TT29o-coNr Ros-Nal 81FIWIVI 5 
MACH 0.170 
6 o 10 2 1 4 16 18 
OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
BETA ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER 
0.1300 0.00 G.00 0.000 
3.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
20 22 '4 ze 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 9.2952 SQ FT 
LREF 6.432D FT 
BREF 3.8920 FT 
XHRP 1485.0040 IN 
YMRP o.0000 IN 
ZHRF 377.0004 IN 
SCALE U.0400 
PAGE 









-4 a 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 2* 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 

























BREF 3.8920 FT 
XNRp 1485.D40 IN 
YMRF O000 IN 
ZHRP 377.0004 IN 
MACH 0.170 SCALE 0 .400 
PAGE 2 
















o -. 04 
z-.06 
-. 86 -4 -2 0- 2 4 
 6 $2 i4 16 so 20 22 94 26 
SANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CMFIGURATION DESCRIPTIONR CW 05 ) Z GWT T 9 D - CON F R OS- N I B FIW V GB 
(CWOD T7 WTT 9 -CON F R O S-N 1 B F W IV 1 6 8 
BETA 
0 00 0 
3 .O 
ELEVTR 
0 .0 0 0 
. 0 G 
AILRON 
. 0 0 0 
0 . 0 08 
RUDDER 
0 . 008 
. 0 0 0 
RERNCIFOMTN 
SREF C~ 9RE.19 52R 
LR EF .6.43 a D 
STO FT 
F T 
BREF 3.8920 FT 
XMRPYNRP 1485.00400.0000 ININ 
MACH .170 Z.R0SCALE 377.0040.0400 IN 
PAGE AC3
 












-°3 t o 	 I l , . , 
-6 -4 
 6 a8 to10 	 le 14 16 to 20 Be 24 96 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATASCT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIO 
 BETA ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RCWO05) GWTT 2RO-CONF ROS-HBI BIFIWIVIGD 0.000 0.000 U.000 0.000 
 SREF 9.1952 SQ FT
 
• RCW0071 GWTT Z9O-COVF ROS-NSI BiFlWlVIGB 	 3.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 	 LREF 6.4320 FT 







MACH U.170 	 SCALE 0.0400
 
PAGE 4 


















-6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 20 12 14 16 18 20 2 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYTHoL CONFI0URATIONJ DEStRIPTICN BEA ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 OWTT 290-CONF ROS-NBI BSFIWIVIGB 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 9.1952 SQ FT
(RCWOOT) GWTT 290-COUF ROS-NBI BIFIWIVIGB 3.000 0.000 0.000 
 0.000 LREF 6.4320 FT 
BREF 3.8920 FT 
XMRF 1485.0040 IN 
YHRF 0.000 IN 
ZMRP 377.0004 INMACH o.IT0 SCALE .O0t00 
PAGE 
FIG. 1YAW POLAR INGROUND EFFECT















DATA SET SYMBOL 
I RCWO 0 ) { RCW007) 
MACH 
-2 0 2 4 6 12 14 16 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AILRON 
OWTT 290 O-¢ F ROS-NBI SlBFlW VIGB .0B D 0 a.O O. B 







o 22 4 26 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S.REF 9 1 952 Q F 
LREF 6.430 FT 
BREF 3:6920 FT 
14a5, .4 IN 
oNRP .. 0000 1N 
SCALE 0.0400 
PAGE 6 










-0.1 I I 1 
-2 0 2 ~ $ 8 to 12 14 16 18 20 2 24 es
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SETIISY$BoL CONFIOURATXO4 PESCRIPTbON BETA ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
:RCWTO5) Q GWT290CN ROS-NSI SIFIWIVIG$ 0.000 0.000 -0.000 0.000 SREF
cRC04 L 6WT20CONE ROS-NBI BIF1WIVIGS a.ODou -5.000 0.000 9.1952 SQ FT (RCUM~j09 0.000 LREF . .4320 FTIGWTT Z%00<ONF ROS-Nal 81'FIWIVIGB 0.000 -1b0.000 0.000 0.00D(RCW012) Li *WTT 290-CONF ROS-NOSSI EFIV1GB OREF 3.6920 Fl0.00D '.15.000 0.000 0.00 XNRP 1485.0040 INY)4RF 000coIN 
ZNRF 377.0004 INMAC" o.170 
 SCALE C.0400 
PAGE 7 
FIG. 	2 ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS INGROUND EFFECT
 












.08 	 .0 . 006 0 .04 .03 .Og .01 .00 -. 01 -. 02 	 -. 03 -. 04 -0S -. 06 -.07 -. 08 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
DATA SET SYMOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION 
 BETA ELEVTA AILRON 
 RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION

CRCWO0S) Q GWTT 290-CNF ROS-NBI S1FIWIVIGS 
- 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.1100 SREF 9.1952 $ FT
(RCWO14) GWTT 290-CONF 
ROS-NU BIFIWIVIGB 
 0.000 	 -5.000 0.000 
 0.000 	 LREF 8.4320 FT
CRCW009J 0WTT Z90-CMF ROS-NB1 
 lrlWlVlGB 	 ,0.0o0 -10.00 0.000 0.000 
 BREF 3.8920 FT
(RCW0121 Li 0 TT Zs0-conF ROS-N 1n1WZV1I 0.000 -15.000 0.000 

































DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER(RCW005) '2 REFERENCE INFORNATIONGWTT 290-CONF 
ROS-NB1 BIFIWIVGB 
 0.000 0.000
CRCWOD4) 0.000 D.000 SREF
GWTT 290-CONF ROS-NBI BIFIW$VIGB 9.1952 SQ FT0.000 -5U.
CWOO9)t GWTT 290-CONF ROS-Nal 0.100 0.000 LREF 6,4320 FTDtrl awlvo

























- - 4 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14" 16 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA AILRON LELEV 
(RCWOOS) 2 GWTT 290-CONF ROS-NB1 BDFIWIViGB 0.0O0 0.000 0.000 






20 22 24 26 
REFERENCE INFORHATION 
SREF 9.1952 SQ FT 
LREF 6.4320 FT 
BREF 3.8920 FT 
XMkF 1485.0040 IN 
YMRF 0.0000 iN 
ZNRF 37T.00D4 IN 
6CALE 0.04au 
PAGE 10 










4 . ... ./ 
DATA SET SYMSOL CONFIGURATIONC ESCRIPTION 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 






















BREF 3.8920 FT 







MACH 0.170 SCALE 0.0400 
PAGE 11 


















6~. 40 0 6 1 4
a 1 6 l g 2 4 2 
-°7
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA LELEVNAILRON RELEVN REFERENCE INFORMATION (RCW005) GWTT 290-CONF ROS-N81 BIFlWlVIGB 
 CAUD a oO 0 GO 0 .0 R 915 SoF
:RCW010} 
 GWTT 290-CONF ROS-NBJ BI1IIBOD0 



























- -4 - 0 4 6 a to 12 14 16 is 2u 22 24 as 
; -ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONF1 GURATI ON ECRFIO BETA AILRON 'LELEVN RELEVN REFERENCE INFORMATION((RCWGIG)RCWOO5  Q GWTT 2 9 -C O NFLI GWT Z90-CO  RROS-NDIOS -  I b F IW V G ST BIFIW2VIGS . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 R F9
0.000 -10-000 -.5.000 -S.UOD 1 5 Q FLRcr .. FT
43zo 

BREF 3.8920 FT 
XMRF 1485.0040 IN 
. ACH 0.170 YHRP O.D00G IN 
ZNRP 377.000ASCAL E 0 4 0 IN
 
PAGE 13 














6 - a a a 4 - 10 - 12 14 16 is 20 4 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA 
 AILRON LELEVN RELEVN REFERENCE INFORMATION 









MACH 0.170 SCALE 0.0400
 
PAGE 14 




















- 4 -2 a 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATI ON DESCRIPTION I BETA AILkON LELEYN RELEVNI "CHUGSTGWTT Z-O90_CCF RO-BS-NBI BIFIWVGBIVIGB OO0 OOO DDO OOo2 WT 9: i HiW 0.OOQ -10.000 5.000 -5.000 
",BREF 
MACH 0.170 
0 22 24 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
E .92 61F 
LREF 6.4320 FT 
3.69;20 FT.XHRP 1485.0040 IN 
YMRP 0.0000 IN 




















-0 6 4 2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 16 2 2 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 





GWTT 290-CONF ROS-NB BIFIW1VIB 
GWTT 29O-CONF ROS-NBI BIFIWIVIGB 


















SREF 9.1952 SQ FT 
LREF 6.4320 FT 
BRFF 3.8920 FT 
XHRF .45.004S IN 
YMRF 0.0 IN 
ZMRF 377.0004 IN 





















GWTT 2go-CCW; ROS-NBI 61F1W1V108 
OMIT 290-CONlF R0$-NSl SIFIWIVIGB 
(RW~I, Q20-ON WT RS-51S1IWV180.000 
MAH 010ZNRP 
MAC 0.70SCALE 
OF ATTACK.. ALPHA, OEGREES 
SETA AILRlOM SEN RLV 
0.000 0.000 -5.000 -5.000 
0.000 -10.000 0.000 -10.000 





































--6 - 4 2 0 2 4 6 8 1 12 14 16 8 20 22 24 26, 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA AILRON LELEVN RELEVN REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
RCW0 4) C OWTT 290-CONF ROS-NB BFIWIVIGB 0,000 -0.000 -5.00U '-'-000 SREF 9.1952 SQ FT
 
(RCW0OB) Ll GWTT 29-CONF ROS-NBI BIFIWIVIGB 0.000 -10.000 0.000 -±0.000 LREF 6.4320 FT










MACH 0.170 SCALE 0.0400
 
PAGE 18 
FIG. 4 AILERON EFFECTIVENESS INGROUND EFFECT - ELEVTR=-5. DEG.
 













-- -6 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 , 16 le 20 at 4 26 
I. ANGLE OF ATTACK ALPHA, DEREES
 
RWI)DATAET YBOL TCONFIURATION ESCRIPTION9-CFO-B 
 BETA AILRON ELEVN RELEVN REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I C04 GT 9-OFRSNLBlFlWlVlGB (CW 008} a000 BAUDO -'S-OO0 -S.GUG SREF 9.1952 SO FTGWTT 290-CONF RO -N al OFiW VIGB 
 0 2 10.000 0 . 000
O - 1 
 LR EF 6 .43 0 F T
( kcw o l l j GW TT 2 9 0 -CO MF RO S -NBi . 0 0


























I I I 
- - 4 -2 a 4 6 8 1 2 14 .26 So 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 































XMRP 1485:.1.41 1." 
YMRF
.HRPp OOO 0077.00 4 
MACH 0.170 SCALE 0.0400 
PAGE 20
 
FIG. 4 AILERON EFFECTIVENESS INGROUND EFFECT - ELEVTR=-5. DEG.
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DATA SET SYHbOL 
(RCWO09}RCWD13) 
MACH 
4 2 2 4 6 a2 0 '2 14 T &a 
ANGLE OF ATTNCK.,ALPHA, bEGRELS 
CCNFIOURATION DESCRIPTION lakA AILAON tELEVN 'RELEVN 
OWTT 290-CONF ROS-NB1 BIFIWlVIGS VVooO 0',0O0 -10.000 -1 0-.ooGWTT 290-CONF ROS-NB1 BIFIWIVI-
- OD -10.000 -5.000 -t ,100 
0.70 
go zz Z4 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S .95 QFLREF 6,4320 FT 
BREF a.8920 FT 
XNR F 1485:0040 IN 






FIG. 5 AILERON EFFECTIVENESS INGROUND EFFECT - ELEVTRr-ID. DEG
fT.°-.. 









 - 0 2......... ±J4.J...J 5 .. 0 s±. 0.t±±. 12s±±. 14 
 16 .±.161420 . ..- 22 24 3 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA }SETSYNBOL &CO fl URATXON DESCRIPTION BETA A ILRON LELEYN RELEVN REFERENCE INFORMATION Own 29-CONF ROS-NSI SIn1WIV1GB 0.000 0.000 "10.000 -10.000 SREF 9.1952 
 $Q FT
2RM0
OWTT 290-CON; ROS-NBI BlFlWlVlOB 
 0.000 -10.000 -5.000 -15.000 LREF 
 6.4320 FT
 
SREF 3.8920 FT 
XNRF 1485.0040 IN 
YNRF 0.0000 IN 





FIG. 5 AILERON EFFECTIVENESS INGROUND EFFECT - ELEVTR=-IO. DEG 
*-_.° r,,----r rr- --- ir-----r r'r 'u---in---n.---r--rr----r' 
.04
,J-












-6 -4 - a 2 4 a III 1- 1 k6 2 24 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREE$
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA AILRON LgLEVN RELEVN %.REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(W009)) GWTT 290-CONF ROS-NBI BIFIWIVIGS E'oo 0 .000D -3,1).00 -10,.000 $REP 9.1952 SQ FT 
(RCW0;33 Z- GWTT 290-CONF ROS- NSI BlFlWlVIGB 0.0130 -10.000 - .000 -15,000 LREF 6.4320 F'T 
UREF 3:8990 FT 
XMRP *485 ,0040 IN




MACH 0.170 SCALE 0.0400
 
PAGE 24 
FIG. 5 AILERON EFFECTIVENESS INGROUND EFFECT -ELEVTR=-IO. DEG
 












-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 0 10 12 14 16 10 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMOL2u9 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION GWTT 290-CONF ROS-NSI BIFIWIVIG5 BETA 0.00D AILRON D.00 LELEVN -10.000 RELEVN -10.o00 REFERENCE INFORMATION SREF 9.1952 5Q FT 
CW03) GWTT 290-CONF ROS-NBI SIFiWIVIGn 0.000 -10.000 -5.000 -15.000 LREF 6.4320 FT 
RE P " 3.8920 FT 
XHRF 1465.0040 IN 
YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRF 377.0004 IN 
MACH 0.170 SCALE 0.0400 
PAGE 25 
.05 
FIG. 5 AILERON EFFECTIVENESS INGROUND EFFECT - ELEVTR'=-IO. DEG
 
m-.o2 
- - - ---- - - - - ­





. . . . - . 
. . . 
-6 -4 2 a 2 4 6 a id, iz f4 f6- 18 20, 22 S4 26ANGLE OF ATTACK# ALPHA. DEGREE9
 
DATA SET SY141(5 C ffFIGURATI h DE dlIPTfON SETA, AILRON, LELEVN R9LEVN REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(Rcwo 9) J - WTT 290-CCAF ROS-N61 SIFlWlVIGB' 
 D'ado 0.00 1,0 -060SE 915 QF
 











MACH 0.170 SCALE 0.0400
 
PAGE 26 












-G .t 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 18 	 20 92 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 RETA AILRON LELEYN RELEYN REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CWOOQ)2 WT20CM O-B 1IIIS000-0000 -10.000 -10.000 SREF 9.195Z SQ FTOMTT 290-CONF ROS-Nel BIFIWIVIOS 0.000 -10.000 -5.-000 -15.000 	 LREF 6:4320 FT 
fiREF 3.89Z U FT 
XMRF 1485.0040YNRP 0.0000 ININ 
ZMRP 37.0004 IN 
MACH 0.170 SCALE 0.0400 
PAGE 27
 
,FIG. 6 RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS INPITCH INGROUND EFFECT
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FIG. 6 RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS INPITCH INGROUND EFFECT
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Uj - .02 ___ 







-6 -4 a 0 2 4 " 6 -, 1. 12 14 16 18 2Q Re 24 16 
•:ANGLiE OF ATTACK,-, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET AYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION SiTA ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RW 25 GWTT 290-CONF ROS-N51BFWVG *O OOOOO0OOO" RF 915 QF
 
RCW015 /. GaWTT ZSQ-CONF ROS-NBI a°O G0{ - LREF FT
BIFIWIVIGB Gun OD 000 6 4320 

(CHU16J ) GT 9-ONNF ROS-NB1 aIFIWIV1GB 0,O 0:0.O 9°00 0 ODD} B EF 3:8920 FT
0'a 

(RCWD17; L :WTT 2gD-CCHF ROS-NSI 1.1O D -_ X'RF 114
BIFIWIVlGB }.00 a. 0,0 .a0' 1485*'0D40 
Z'Rp 317700 4 IN
 
MAC:H 0.170 
 SCALE 0. 0400
 
PAGE 30 
FIG. 6 RUDDER EFFECIIVENESS INPITCH INGROUND EFFECT
 





















0-R 0- 0-0 I­
-. 20 ,, 
K........n.o i iiItIi n aJJ•...
 
-6 -4 --2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 r 16 18 20 22 24 *6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOLfGCONFIGURATION9-CN . RUODERDATA )SET DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
csw #) GT fUCN ROS-NBI SIFIWIVIGS 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 9.1852 SQ FT(R5014}RC015) ONTTGT 290-ON-CONO; ROS-NEIo.B±SlFlwlVsos1IiVG 0.000 0.000 0.000 -5.000 1.REF 6.4320 FT
0 WT20CN OSNS BFWVG 0.000 0.000 0.000 -10.000 85RF 3.8920 FT
 
(RCWO±7) GWTT 290-COUF RO$-Nsa 1BF1141VIG 0.000 0.000 0.000 -15.000 XNRP 1485.0040 IN
 
NRP 0.0000 IN, 



















..w . . 
. -42 16 is -4 2 1 Z4 Z6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
OATA SET SYMBOL 
(RCWO05) 0 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION GWTT 290-CONF ROS-N81 0IFIWIVIGO BETA B.ABB ELEVTR 0.000 AILRON 0.0o0 RUDDER 0.00 REFERENCE INFORMATION SREF 9.952 SQ FT 
IRCWo15) GWTT 29O-CONF" ROS-NBI BIFW1VIGB 0.0 0.000 0.000 -5.000 LREF 6.4320 FT 
(RCWOIG) 01477 290-CONF R03N81 BIFIWIVIGS 0.000 0.000 0.000 -10.000 BREF 3.8920 FT 
0RCW017)L OWTT 290-CONF ROS-NEl BIFIWIVIGS 0.000 0.000 0.000 -15.000 XHRP 1485.0040 IN 
YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRF 377.0004 IN 
NACM o.a70 SCALE 0.400 
PAGE 32 












- 6 - 4i - 2 0* at 4i i am 1 0 L 1 4 16i , , 2 8 . .24 2 
,ANGLE OF ATTACK,, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
( WO5DATAET SYMBOL G COF9_GURATION DESCRITION BETA ELEVTR ILRON RUDER REFERENCE IFORATON 
CWC) GT 9-OFROS-Nel SlFlI$VIGB 
 0.000 D.Doo 0.000 0.090 5REF 5.1952 FRCW0251 ; GWTT 290-CONF ROS-WBJ BIFIWI-VIO ,O 500 RF,.G4 SQ0 FTO 
RCWO'6 [ GWTT 290-CONF RO$-NSI BXFlWIYI0B 0.000 0.000 0.000 -10.000 BRET 3.892D FT
ROC 7 ) GW TT 2O- CON F R O $ -NB j IFIWI V G B 0 .0130 0 .0 0 0 O , O O0 



















-1-14 -in a 6 4I 2I a1 . 61'al 4 
 a* 10 
..
;a 14 .. 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION AfLFHA ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION (RCWD2a) Q GWTT 2O4-tONF ROS-NBI BIFIwIV1G 0.000 0.000 0.000 0;000 SREF -9.2952 SQ FT
RCOD) OWTT 290-CONF ROS-NSI BFIW1V1G8 
 0.000 0.000 0.000 -5.0b0 	 LREF 6.4320 FT
IRCt4Ol9) IWTTZ9-CONF 
ROS-A18 BFIWIVIGB 
 0.000 0.000) 0.000 -10.D00 	 SREF 3.8920 FT







MACH 0.170 SCALE 0.0400
 
PAGE 34 












- 2 u 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYBOL CONFIGURATINO DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATIONC.RCWOa. GWT ,9:CoF ROS-NBI BIFIWIVGB 0.000 0.000 0.UUU 0.000 SREF 9.1952 SOIRCWO2O) O IWTT 290-CONF ROS-NB1 FT UsF1WIVIG0.000 0.000 0.000 -5.000 LREF 6.432U FT(R0WOSS),F GWTT 200-CON; ROS-NO1 BIFZWIVIGB 0.000 FT0.000 0.000 -10.000 BREF 3.8920(RCOIMI) GWTT 290-CONF ROS-NBO BIFtWIV1GB 0.000 O.D 0.00 -15.C0o XNRP 1485.0040 IN 
YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRF 377.0004 IN 
MACH 0.170 SCALE 0.0400 
PAGE 35
 
FIG. 7 RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS INYAW INGROUND EFFECT, ALPHA:O. DEG
 
.04 cit 










-0 11 -14 -1 1 -10 - - 6 a 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. 'BETA. DEGR EES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVR AILRON RUDDER 
(R C W 2 1 1 G WTT 2 9 0 -C O N F R O S N I IFIWt V t G S 0 .D 0 0 . 0 0 0 O . DoOu D , 0 D 
RCWOZG) GWTT 2 0-CONF ROS-NBI BlFlWlVlGS 0.0O0 0.000 SGUO -5.000 
'R cwo lS WTT 29O-C F ROS-NB I B F WIVtGB O .000 0 .000 0 .000 -10 . 00 
(RCwOla) OMIT 290-CONF RO$ NBI BIF1W1VtGB- O.OGD 0.000 0 000 -15.000 
CD 
MACH 0.170 
10 12 14 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
R F.1 5 S 
LREF 6.4320 FT 
BREF 3 .8920 FT 
XMRF 1465.0040 IN 
YMR 0,00 INN 700000, IN 


















-0_ -4 -±2 -1 - 8 -2 4 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE;' BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ALEHA ELEVTR 
 AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
FGWTT 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 9.1952 SQ FT290-CONF ROS-NaI BIIWIVIGB
2RCW019 SlFWVIGS 0.000 0.000 U,000 -5.000 LREF 6.4320 FT
GWTT 290-CONF 	ROS-NBI 

(RCWOIS) 	 OWTT 290-CONF ROS-NBI SIFIWIVIGB 0.000 0.000 0.000 -10.000 BREF 3.892D0 FT 




ZHRP 377.0004 IN 















-is -14 -12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 S6 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 

























(RCW019 GWT 290-CONF ROS-NBI BIFIWIVIGB 0.000 0.000 0.000 -10.000 BREF . 3.8920 FT 






HACH 0.170 SCALE C.0400 
PAGE 38 
FIG. 7 RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS INYAW INGROUND EFFECT, ALPHA:O. BEG


















-16 -14 -12 
 -10 -a -6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 -8 10 12 4 1i 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ALPHA ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
RCW021, GWTT 29O-CONF ROS-NI 01FIWVIoo 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
 SREF 9.1952 SQ FT
(RCWOO) L GWTT 20-NCONF ROS-NBI BlrlWlVIGB 	 0.oo 0.000 0.000 -5.000 LREF 6.4320 
 FT
 
NcwoiS) 	 CGWTT 290-CONF ROS-NSI 51FlWIV10 0.000 V.UD 0.000 -10.000 BREF 3.8920 FT











FIG. 8 AILERON EFFECTIVENESS INYAW INGROUND EFFECTALPHA=O. DEG.,ELEVTR=O. DEG
 
.2 - - I 
LJL
 
LL -. 0 w%
 
is1 -1 4 -12 -10 --a 6 --4 -2 0 2 4 6 10 12 14 16 
SIOE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVTR AIL:RCN RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
, RCWZI) Q SWTT 290-CWF ROS-NBI BIFIWlVIGB 0.D00 a.boa 0.000 0.000 SREF 9.1952 SQ FT 
CRCW024) LGWTT 290-CONF ROS-N51 BlFlWlVlGS lo;oD 0.000 -1O*0,0r 0.00B LREF 6.4320 FT 
DREF 3:89 go FT 
lHRP
Li: ... 5 0040 ..O5 ININ 
MACH 0.-70 ZHRPSCALE S"7.0040.041 IN 
PAGE 40 















- - -1 0 - -- -4 - 2 4 8 0 1 4 6 
-1 -1 -. - 06 2 




SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
CONPIGURATION DESCR1PT1I4 ALPHA ELEVTR AILRON 






SREF 9.1952 50 FT 
LREF 0.4520 F'T 
BREF .3.8920 FT 
XNRF 1485.0040 IN 
YNRP 0.00GO IN 
ZHRF 377.0004 11N 
SCALE 0.0400 
PAGE 41 















-16 -- -1a -8a-2 - 6 --4 -- a 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 






























Z-.F 0o.0'0000204 ININ 




- ----- --- -
105 




4-in 11 _. __ 4 2 1_ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVTR AILRON 
tRcwnzl) VTT ZSO-CCN ROS-Nal BIFIWIV105 0 ODD 0 GOD 0 D 
CR£W024) GVTT 290-CONF ROS-N51 BlFlWIVIGB 0 000 s Gas -10 ODD 





SREF 9 1952 SQ FT 
LREF 6 13Z6 FT 
BREF 3 8920 FT 
IMRP 1485 0 04 U IN 
YMRP a 0000 IN 
ZMRF 377 0004 IN 
SCALE 0 D400 
PAGE 43 
35 

















16 -14 -12 -10 8 6 4 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 




GWTT 290-CONF ROS-NBI BIFIWIVIOB 
GWTT 290-CONF ROS-NBI BIFlWIV16B 
ALPHA ELEVTR 
0 ov 0 Duo 








SREF 9 1952 SQ FT 
LREF 6 4320 FT 
BREF 3 8920 FT 
XHRF 1485 0040 IN 
YNRF 0 0000 IN 
ZNRP 377 0004 IN 
MACH 0 170 SCALE 0 0400 
PAGE 44 



















- -16 -$4 -12 -10 a-8 - 6 --4 -­ 2 a 2 4 6 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
a la 12 14 16 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
(RCW 





6WTT Z90-CONF ROS-NBI 81FIWIVIGD 















SKEF 9 I952 SO FT 
LREF 6 4320 FT 
BREr a sszn FTXARF 1485 004 IN 
YNR- a 0000 IN 
Z-RP 377 00D4 IN 
SCALE U 0407 
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-16 -14 -2 -o - 8 -6 - 4 -Z 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
 14 16
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
{RCW0273 Q GWTT 290-CONF ROS-NSI 81F1WIVIGB a 00 -5 000 0 Go 0 000 SREF 9 1952 SQ FT
 (RCW022) GWTT 290-CONF ROS-NB BIFIWIVlGB 
 0 000 -5 000 0 600 LREF 6 4320 FT
 
(RCWODS) 0 GWTT 290-CONF ROS-NBI 5FIWIVIOB 0 000 -5 000 -20 000 0 000 BREF 3 8920 FT
 
XHRF 1405 0040 IN
 
YHRP 0 0000 IN
 
ZHRF 377 0004 IN
 
MACH 0 170 SCALE . 140 
PAGE 46
 
FIG. 9 AILERON EFFECTIVENESS INYAW INGROUN EFFECT.ALPHA=O..ELEVTR=-5. BEG.
 










-06 -14 -2 -10 -6 4 -- z 4 82 s 14 so 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
Q.7A SET sYta a "cF3.orAT;QN03C1FAIET ALFHA ELEVIR AILRC4 RUDDER EFERENCE 1NFCJMATzC 
"tCU027] 
Im 
* WTT 290-CaL 
290cc!GC" Wrl 

















FT (UCV25J CQOTT 290-C-aF 1.$-=BI SlFIUIVIGB a OG -5 90 -20 V0 5 000 UEF 3 8920 FT 
XN P $465 0040 IN 
YNRF 0 0OG" 3. 
ZQF 377.0094 IN 
MACH 0 170 SCALE 0 OtG 7 
PAGE 47 
FIG. 9 AILERON EFFECTIVENESS INYAW INGROUND EFFECT,ALPHA=O.,ELEVTR=-5. DEG.
 as -r-"-- -r-r- rrr -1-Wr1-r-n -r--- -rr .- -- -r-t-, -v---, fl*.f T1 -7rn-r-vr -lr-r- r-r-
BY 
06 ____ - ____ 
.03 
"--
Lt< 05 ___ 





-f-16 -24 -12 -t0 --@ 6 -4 1 1 2 4 6 a to 22 24 16 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
.RCt4327; 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTI O 












1952 SQ FT 

















377 0004 ININ 




FIG. 9 AILERON EFFECTIVENESS INYAW INGROUND EFFECTALPHAO.,ELEVTR=-5. DEG.
 
, , , , ,
= = . . , , , . , , , , , , , , , . ., . . ., . . . . . . . ., , , I ,
 





C-)Ii o*- - - __ 
-$
 
-1 --4 -12 -10 --8 - --4 --2 D 4 6 6 to 12 14 $6 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 












1952 SO FT 
(RCW02Z; GWTT Z90-CONF ROB-N81 BIFIWIVIGB a 000 -5 Goo 0 000 LREF 6 320 FT 
(RCwDZ5} OWGTT 290-CONF ROS-NSI 1 IWIVlGB 0 GOO -5 000 -20 GOO DOG0 BRET 3 8920 FT 
X0RP 1485 0040 IN 
YRF 00001 IN 
00RP 371 0004 IN 
0ACH a 170 SCALE 0 0400 
PAGE 49
 









-c -14 -12 -to a6 - 4 -2 0 2 4 a0t1 02 14 16 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CcW4FIQURATXON DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRCW027I F, OWTT 290-CONF ROSIJSI B$F1W1VIGS 0 000 :5 000 0 000 0 QU0 S EF 9152 SO FT 
I(RCWOZ221 L GWTT ZOO-CONF ROS-NBI SIF1WIVIDB 0 0O0 -5 000 0 000 	 LREF 6 420 FT 
(CW02,5) GWTT Z90-COlF ROS-NS SIFIWIVIG8 0 00o -5 D00 -20 000 0,000 	 BREF 3 s92U FT 
XMRP 1405 0040 IN 
yMRF a 0000a IN 
SCALE 0 0400MACH 0 1?0 

PAGE 50 



















-16 -14 -12 -to a 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVTR A|LRON 
(R CWQZ7) : WTT USU-CONF ROS-N51 BIFIWIV1GB a000 -5 coo a 000 
(CW022)L- GWTT 290-CONF RD$-NBI BIFIW1I5 a U00 -5 Goo 







to 12 14 16 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 9 1952 so FT 
LREF 6 4320 FT 
BREF 3 8920 FT 
XMRP 1485 004C IN 
YMRP a0U Go I N 
ZHRF 37T 0004 IN 
CALE 0 040G 
PAGE 51 








- _ _ - - - --
Os------------------------------------------------------
-i ic | - 1 -i _i i 
is 14 1 -to a 4T 
SIDEANGLE SLIPBEADGRE 


























t oto l -14 -$2 -10 6i 4l ai 0l 2i 4 5i 6 i o 4l it 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
0ATA SET SYMBOL CC frl&URATI DESCRIPTION ALPHA fLEVTR AILRON XUDGLR RCFERENCL INFORMATION
 
(RCW09) Q GT T 290-ONF 90 DIFI 1165 u OU :0 Dou 00 0 9 O RF 9 $52
BB 	 30 FT 
(RW020) L SWTT 290-CON r 0- no BIF WtVl 00 a a -40 000 -10 00. 0 000 	 LREF 6 4420 F
 
SR F S oleo FT
 
XMRP 1485 04.0 IN
 
ZNRP 377 0004 IN
 
SCALE u 0400MACH 0 170 
PAGE 53
 


















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVTR AILROM 
OWT7 290-CONF ROS-NSI BIFLI1VIGB 0 000 -10 00O 0 000 






SREF 9 195Z FT 
LREF 0 432 5 T 
BREF 3 892D FT 
XMRP 1485 0040 IN 
Y"MRP 0 U o 0 IN 
ZHRP 377 0004 IN 
SCALE 0 0400 
PAGE 54 
FIG. 10 AILERON EFFECTIVENESS INYAW INGROUND EFFECT.ALPHA=0..ELEVTR=-10. DEG.
 













--6 -14 -Z -S 8 6 4 -z 0 2 4 6 0 10 12 14 16 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(fRCW023) GWTT 29D-CONF ROS-NOS 01FIWIVIGB 0 Go -10 000 0 000 0 000 SREF 9 $952 SO FT 
(RCD20)I GWTT 290-CONF ROS-NI B1FIWIVGB 0 Do -10 000 -10 000 0 000 LR5F 6 4320 FT 
BREF 3 8920 FT 
XHRP 1485 0040 IN 
YHRP 0 o00 IN 
ZMRP 377 0004 IN 





FIG. 10 AILERON EFFECTIVENESS INYAW INGROUND EFFECT.ALPIA=O..ELEVTR=-O. DEG.
 







-t o - 14 - 3 2 ' --8 - 4 2-6 4 6 a t o 1 2 4 s e 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYNSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I 0RCWG23) OWT 290-CONF R0S-N31 BIFIWIVIGB 0 Go -10 Da0 0 Qo D.DO0 SREF 9 1952 SQ FT 
(RCWO26) Z OWIT 290-CONP ROS-I SIFIWIVIGB 0 o -10 GOD -sq 000 0 000 LREF 6 4320 FT 
OREF 3 0920 FT 
XI4RF 145 040 IN 
YNRF 0 0000 IN 
ZNRP S7" 0004 IN 
0ACHa 170 SCALE 0 0400 
PAGE 56 
FIG. 10 AILERON EFFECTIVENESS INYAW INGROUND EFFECTALPHA=O.,ELEVTR=-1O. DEG.
 








C-,0X-- - I II4 
022 
z-E 5 
IS 1 $ 1 E -4 2 0 2 4 6 8 & 12 14 16 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONF1 URATION DESCRIPTIONJ ALPHA ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER RLFERENCE INFORMATION (W023 C) GWTT 290-CONF ROS-NBI eliviosB 0 000 -10 BoB a ODO 0 000 RF 9$5 50 T (RCW 326) Ll WTT 290-CONF ROS-NBI siriwiviGs 0 00D -ID BOO -10 UDD 0 000 LREF 6 A320 FT 
a 0920 FTBREF 

. MEF 1485 00440 IN 
Y"IF 0 0, D IN 
ZMRP 377 0004 IN 
CDCHMAH 170 SCALE a BABB
 
FIG. IIAILERON EFFECTIVENESS INYAW INGROUND EFFECT,ALPHA=21.#ELEVTR=-1O. DEG.
l m w ... . .. ...
 . s . l ~ 




!16l - 4 -12 10 a 6 4 R a 2 4 6 8 10 la -4 36 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET 





C OF GURATI OND ECRI TI ON 
GWTT 290-CONF ROS-NB I BIFI 














LR F 6 
I N(FR ATION 
1952 Q F 
4320 FT 
OREF 3 6920 FT 
1 XRp
YtRP 




ACH 0 70 
CA 
L E  
U 400 
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FIG. 11 AILERON EFFECTIVENESS INYAW INGROUND EFFECTALPHA:2I.,ELEVTR=-O. DEG.

















-if -14 -12 -10 a 6 - 4 -2 0 2 A 6 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA CLEVTR AILROM 
ACWO33) Q OWTT 29D-CO"F ROS-N@I SIFIWIVI08 -10 000 0 Goo (ACWD303 1 OMT 290-CONF ROS-NBI BIF WIVIGO -10 DOD -10 Goo 





III la 4 16 
RCFEREdCE INFORMATION 
SREF 9 1952 sa rT 
LREF 6 4320 FT 
SREF a $920 FTX5R P 1485 0 30 1N 
I " p 0 000.1 1ZMRP 377 0014 IN 
SCALE 0 D400 f 
PAGE 59 
FIG. IIAILERON EFFECTIVENESS INYAW INGROUND EFFECT,ALPHA=21..ELEVTR=-IO. DEG.
 
- S 04 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
En 
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a ls Il il W7 Il II I~ L, I I I1 IiI I I $ 	 l l I 
- 616 -14 -12 -10 --a 6 -4 - 2 a 2 a a 10 12 14 16 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA- DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYWBOL CCNFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION 	 ALPHA ELEVTR AiLROM RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 00° SREF 9 1952 SQ FT 
(ACWOZO) 4 GWTT 290-CONF NOS-NB1 B1FIWlVIGS -10 DOD -10a 000oo 	 LREF 6 4320 FT
 
BREF 3 8920 FT
 








" IT GD4 IN
 
MACH a 270 

ZHRF
SCALE 0 0400 
PAGE 60 












6 -10 8 4 
S 




2 ST Z COF RSN BFW lG-1 
j.. .. 
DI n O RF15 9F 
DATA SET SYHOOL 
(ACW033(ACO3O) 
MACH 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
CONFI$URATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVTR AILRON 
OITT 290-CONF ROS-NSI BIFIWIVIG -10 000 0 O00OWfl Z$O-C0NF R05-N01 0IF1W1V1 O -10 000 -10 000 
10 
RUDDER 
0 0000 000 
REFEReNCE 1NFORHATION 
$REF 9 1952 SQ FTL EF 6 4320 FT 
BREF 3 6920 FT 
XMRP 14$ 50040 IN 
Y"RP 0 0000 IN 
ZNRF 31? 0004 ZN 
SCALE 0 0400 
PAGE 61 








01 - - - -- - 04a =11 
%O 
1 0 - ­ - ­- ­ - -­ - ­ -- ­ - - ­ - - ­- ­ - ­- - ­ -­ - ­- ­ - ­- - ­ - ­- ­ - - - ­ - ­ - ­- ­ - - ­- ­ - - - ­ -­ - - ­- ­ - ­ -- ­ - - - ­ -­ - ­ -- ­ - -F T 
-16 -14 -12 -10 0 6 4 2 0 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIQURATION DESCR1PT10N ALPHA ELEVTR AILRON 
(ACW033) Q GWTT 290-CONF RO05-NBI SIFIWIVIOD -10 000 0 000 
(ACWO30)} GWTT 290-CONF ROS-NOI BIFIWIVIG1 -10 oo -10 000 




0 12 14 16 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
sEF; 9 1952 so FT 
LREF 6 4320 FT 
BREF 3 8920 FT 
XXRF 1485 0040 IN 
YMRF 0 0000 IN 
ZMRF 377 0004 IN 




AILERON EFFECTIVENESS INYAW INGROUND EFFECfvALPHA=21,ELEVTR=-IO. 





















16 -14 -12 -­ a -- -G0 4 2- a 2 4 10 laI 14 Ito 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONDESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVTR AILRON 
(ACW0331 R GWTr 290-CONF RO--NB1 BIFIWIVIOB 
-to coo 0 000 
(ACWDSDI / W Tr 090-COOF ROS-N BI BIFIWIVIGS 
-10 coo -10 Dun0 





SRgF 9 1952 SQ FT 
LR5F 6 4320 PT 
BR VF 3 692C FT 
XNRF 1485 004D IN 
vM9F a0000 IN
zMRz 377 0004 IN 
SCALE 0 400 
PAGE G3 









S-1 -14 -12 -10 8 6 4 -e 0 2 4 8 8 10 12 14 16 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 





GWTT 290-CONF ROS-NSI SIFIWIVISG 
GWTT 290-CONE ROS-NBI BIFIWIVIGS 
GWTT Z90-CONF ROS-NS± SIFIWIVIGB 
ALPHA ELEVTR AILRON 
-5 000 0 DD 
-5 O0 -10 00D 






SREF 0 1952 SQ FT 
LREF 6 4320 FT 
BREF 3 8920 FT 
XHRF 1485 0040 IN 
YNRP 0 a000 IN 
ZbRP 377 0004 INSCALE a -40v 
MACH 0 170 
PAGE 64 






















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVTR AILRON RLODER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ACWO29)













(ACW031) " IT 290-CONF RO$-N81 SJFIWIVIGB -5 OG -20 Goo0 000D BREF 3 8920 FT 
XMRP 1405 0040 IN 
YBRP 0 O"00 IN 
ZRF 37 GO 04 IN 
MACH 0 170 SCALE 0 1400 
PAGE 65
 













6-6Is -14 -12 -10 - e - 6 A- 2 a- z 4 6 a to 12 14 16 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ULSCRIpTIO ALPHA ELEVTR AILRON RIPPER REFERENCE INFORMATION (ACW029) OMIWT 290-CONP ROS-NBI SIFlWAVI*B 
 :5 000 0 000 0 000 SREF 915 QF
 
oW 3 ) WT -C N - G5 r1 an
(ACW 31) OMIWT 2990 RO BFWV 000 0 ,090 LREF 6 4320 F-CONF ROS-NB1 BLFIWlVlGF 

-5 ODO -20 000 0 POO BREF 3 8920 FT 
XMRP 1485 0040 IN 
YNRP 0 GOODO IN 
ZHRF 377 0004 IN 




FIG. 12 AILERON EFFECTIVENESS INYAW INGROUND EFFECT.kPL A=2LoELEVTR=-5. DEGo








-16 -14 -$2 -to -08 - - 4 - 0 2 4 6 a IQ 12 14 2G 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMVO CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER 
ACWO29) r- GWTT 290-CONF ROS-MBI SlFWVIG. -5 Duo 0 GOO0 ODOO (ACW034; L GWTT 290-CON F Os-me1 R1F1IVIGB -5 Goo -10 Duo a Oo(ACW031) GWTT 290-CONF ROS-NB1 SIFIWlVjG8 
-5 Sao -20 Goo D 000 
LACH a 170 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 9 1952 $0 FT 
LREF . 320 FT 
BREF 3 6920 FT 
XHRF 1485 U040 IN 
yNRpF 0o ao IN 








w 16 -1- ----- ----- - --- 4 - 2 2 -- 4- 6 a la 14 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
,(ACWD29 GWTT 290-CONF ROS-NSI B1FIWIVIGB 







BIF 1 WVIGB 
DIFIWIVIG 
5000 











XMRP 1485 0040 IN 
YmRP a 0000 1N 
ZHR= 377 0004 IN 























1s -14 -32 -10 -8 6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 le 14 is 
4SIOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGPEES 





T z0-CONF ROS-NOM DIFIWIVIGS 
GWTT 290-CoMF RO-N1 IFIWIVIGOB 
GWTT 290-CONF ROS-NOI BIFIwIViGB 
ALPHA ELEVTR AILRON 
-5 Doc 0 OD 
-S 000 -10 Do 






SREF 9 1952 50 FT 
LREF 6 4320 FT 
REF 3 0920 FT 
XMRP 1485 0040 IN 
YHRP 0 0000 IN 
Z4RFp ?? 0004 IN 
MACH 0 170 SCALE 0 0400 
PAGE 8 








120 ­ _ - -­
301
 
- 25 - ­
<%
 
- 5 -14 -12 -10 a 6 --4 0 2 4 6 1 10 12 14 16 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL C F1GURATIcH DESCRI-TION ALPHA ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
, ACWD35) GWTT 290-CONF ROS-N91 SIF$WIVI00 a Goo 0 OO a oo SREF 9 1952 QF
 
(ACW032) SWTT 290-CONF ROS-N01 82FIWIVIGB u O00 -10 DaD 0 000 
 LREF 6 4320 FT 
BR EF 3 $920 FTXIRt 1485 0040 IN
 
YHRF aD ODD IN
 
ZMRF 377 0004 IN
 
MACH 0 170 SCALE D 0400 
PAGE 70 










" 16 -14 -12 so0 -( -6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 a lu 12 14 16 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL (ACU35) COFIGURATION W 2D- DESCRIPTION SO- B IIIG ALPHA ELEVTR 0Goo AILRO4 RUDDER 0 GDDoo RErERENCE SR£F 9 INFORMATION 1952 SQ FT 
(ACWD32) WTT 290-CONF ROS-Nal el FIwIVIGB 000 -10 000 a 000 LREF & 432 0 rT 






ZMRF 3FT 1004 IN 
MACH a 170 SCALE v 0400 
PAGE 71 












-6-6 -14 -12 -L;' 8 --6 -4 -­2 a 2 4 6 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
D 1 4 16 
DATA SET S Y M b O L  CC*FIGUR A T I ON DES C R I F T 10N ALPHA ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Acwo 35)(ACWoa2l QL OMIT 290-CNF GWTT 290-CONF ROS-21I 5lFIWlIVG5 ROS-N51 BIFIWIV1 8 
a oca 
a 000 
O 0 000 









OREF 3 8920 FT 
YHRpF 
1HP485 004 
0 D00 IN1N 
ZMRF 377 0004 IN 
MACH 0 170 SCALE 0 04aD 
PAGE 72 





















-16 -14 -1 -10 -a -6 -4 2 0 2 4 6 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CeJFIGURATION CSCRIPTO ALPHA ELEVTR AILRON 
(ACWO35) Q GWTT Eg9-CONF ROS-NBI BIFIWIVIB 0 Q0 0 000 
(ACW0O2) I GWTT 290-COF ROS-NBI SIFIWIV1OS a ag -Ia as 





10 12 14 16 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 9 1952 SQ FT 
LREF 6 4320 FT 
IREF 3 8920 FT 
XNRP 1485 0040 IN 
I.:RP On0 IN 
ZMRP 377 0004 INSCALE 0 0400 
PAGE 73 












'-; -14 -12 -10 8 6 -4 -2 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIVN DESCRIPTION 	 ALPHA ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
fACW035) (D GWTT 290-CONF ROS-NBl OIFIWIVIGB 0 050 0 DO0 0 000 	 SREF 9 1952 5Q FT 
EACW032) OI&WT 290-CONF ROS-NOI IF±WIVIGB 0 000 -10 DO 0 000 	 LREF 6 4320 FT
 
BREF 3 8920 FT
 
XHRF 1485 0040 IN
 
YNRF 0 0000 IN
 
ZHRP 377 0004 IN
 























10 -14 -12 -10 -8 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
DATA 3CT SYMBO cOmri1OuRAT0 e DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVTR AILRON 
CACW035) Q IWTT290-CONF ROS-NSI BIFIWIVI,8 0 000 0 Do0 
CACW0321 L GWTT 290-CONF ROS-NBI SIFIWIVIGB 0 o -10 o0 





10 12 14 16 
REFERENCE INFORHATION 
SREF 9 1952 SO FT 
LREF 6 4320 FT 
OREF 5 59z0 FT 
XRF 1485 0040 IN 
YNR? 0 0000 IN 
ZHRr 37?D004 IN 
SCALE 0 0400 
PAGE 75 













-14 -I2 -to 8 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 a a 10 12 14 16 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
ALPHA ELEVTR AILRON 
I ACW035) 29 0N ROS-NB1 0IFIWIVIGS 0.000 G 0D0 0 000 SREF 9 1912 SQ FT 
(Al..36) R GWWTT .90-CNF ROS-N I a FlwIV GB a uo 00 00EO _5 000 LREF 6 4320 FT 






(AC 03D [ GWTT 290-CONF RO$-N1 BIFIWlVIGB a non 0 000 -15 000 XNRF 1465 0040 IN
 
Z-RF 377 00.4 30
 
( CW037 GWTT 290-CON F ROS-NS1 II aIG G 000 000 BREF 3 8920 FT 
IMR 0 0000 'N
 
0 0400MAH 10SCALE 

170 PACH E PAGE 76
 

















!18 14 -12 -10 8 8 -4 - 0 2 4 6 a 10 32 14 if 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURA'Xn DESCRIPTION ALPHA fLEVTR AILON RUBBER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(ACW035) Q SWTT Z$0-CONF ROS-NBI 8tFIWIVI5 0 D0o0 0 a0 0 000 SRZF 9 19S SQ FT 
CACW036 GWTT 29D-CCF RO-NOI alrIWlV105 0 000 0 000 - 000 LREF 6 4320 Fr {A0403?) 0 GWTT 290-CONF ROS-NOI SIFIWIVIGS 0 0O 0000 10 000 BREF 5 89g0 FT (ACW038) [ IWTT290-CONF ROS-18i BLFIWIVIaO 0 000 0 000 -15 00o XHRF 1405 0040 Li 
YHRP 0 oooo IN 
ZMRP 317 0004 IN 













I-I - 01L: f 
LJ 
C-)o2L D 
-16 -14 -12 -10 a 6 -4 0 4 6 a 12-2 z 111 1A 16 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DA TA S57 SYMI)O CONFIGURATIONDESCRIPTION ALPHA eLEVTR AILRON RUDDER REFFRENCE INFORMATION
 
CACWO353 : WIT 2:0-CONF ROS-NBl SIFlWlVIG8 a 000 0 000 0 000 SREF 
 9 1959 $0 F
 
(ACW036 GWTT 2 O-CONF ROS-NBI SlFlWlVIaB D 000 a 000 -5 000 LREF 6 4320 FT F
 
IACWO37 & WT 290-COMF ROS-N51 BIF114VIGS 0 000 0 000 -10 000 BREF 3 6920 FT





 "7 00 4 
 IN
 



















-6 -4 -2 -to - 6 -4 -2 	 6 a | 2 14 isa 	 to 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(AcVD35) I WTT 290-CONF ROS'NS1 BIFIWIVIGS a Gap 0 000 D 0 SMEF 9 1952 59 FT 
(ACW0361 GWTT 290-CWF ROa:Zgl BI Y,168G 0 000 0 DUO -5 000 LREF 6 4320 FT 
CAWUa7J GWTT 290-CWF ROS-BI 1IWSV B 	 0Do0000 D -ID 000 BREF 3 ag2a FT 
ACW030) U WTT Z90"€ F ROS-NS1 BIFIW1VI B a00D0 0 gap -15 000 	 XMRF 1485 0040 IN 
Y0RP 0 O DD IN 
ZMRP 37? 0004 IN











25 -- ­ p













-16 -14 -12 -10a -Z - 4 -2 -0 2 4 6 8 0 12 14 16 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION ALPHA ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
AC1035) 0 GWTT 290-COF ROS-NSI BIFIWIVIGB 0 00o 0 000 _O 000 £RF 9 1952 So FT 
(A5WO6); 014T 2T0-CONF ROS-NSI 8IFWIVIG 0 Oro 0000 -5 000 tREF 0 432D FT 
(ACW037) 0 GWTT 290-CONF ROS-NBI IFIWIVIGB 0 000 0 000 -10 000 REF 3 8920 FT
 
4ACW038 5 TT 290-CONF ROS-NB SIFIWIVIGS 0 0o 0 000 -15 000 %MRF 1485 0040 IN
 
NRP 0 0000 IN
 
ZNRF 377 0004 IN
 
MAH IC SCALE 0 0400
 
PAGE 80 






















-16 -14 -toZ -10 -8 - 6 -4 - a 2 4 6 a so 12 14 16 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA- DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 Goo 0 DODD 0 000 SREF 9 1952 50 FT 
0 -5 LREF 6 4320 FT 
ACWn3:1 G WTTT 2: -:COF RODN.1 81111IVIGS 

'AC O3 IWT J C9-ONF OS:M- B 8 F WIVIGS Goo 0 000 000 

IACW3) GWTT Z90-CONF ROS-NBI BIFIWIVIGS 0 Goo0 000O 
 -10 000 GREF 3 892a FT 
ACW038) UL- OMT 290-CcwF ROS-NB1 BlFlWSVIGE 0 GO 0 DOG -15 D00 XMRF IAOS 0040 IN 
Y-RP 0 0000 IN 
ZSRD 377 A L04 IN 
HACH 170 YSCALE 0 0400 
PAGE SI
 













20-00 -4 - 2 - - 8 - -4 - 4 6 8 1 1 I 
UIESLPAN -ADGRE .
 
- 1R5145 04-I 
30 __ ____ 
-to - - ooo 
16i 14 -12 ± a -6 -4 -2 r 4 6 $ 0 12 14 16 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RCWOA2) GWTT 290-COUF ROS-N02 5IFIWIVI 0 s00 0 S0o 0 000 0 000 SREF 9 $952 50 FT 
XCQ0S4) OMIT 289-CONF ROS-No I SIWIVI 0 000 0 O0o 0 000 0 000 LREF 6 4320 FT 
3 0.20 FT8REF
XNRP 1405 0040 IN 
ZIRP 377 0004 IN 
MACH 0 $70 SCALE 0 0400 
PAGE 82
 
FIG. 15 EFFECT OF SHORT NOSE INYAW, ALPHA=O. DEG
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- -14 -L4.-..L a . 6 - 4 - a L2 4 6 - to 12 4 16 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COftFIGURAT1IQ DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVIR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RCW042) Q GWTT 290-CONF ROS-NB2 S3FIWIV1 0 coo 0 000 0 coo 0 000 SREF 9 1952 SQ FT 
(xCg054s 1 GWIT ZS9-COIF ROS-ND: UIWIVI 0 oo 0 000 0 000 0 000 LREF 6 4320 FT 
OREF 3 8920 FT 
XNRF 1485 0040 IN 
yMRP 0 0000 IN 
ZMRP 57 0004 IN 
MACH 0 17~ SCALE 0 0400 
PAGE 83
 














-16 -14 -12 -10 - 6 -4 -2 0 ' 4 8 8 10 12 14 16 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVTR AILRON RUODER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RCWO4ZJ 0 CWTT Z90-CONF K0S-NZ 83F1WIVI a U00 0 oo 0 0U 0 000 SREF 9 1912 SQ FT 
(XCQ054) GWTT 289-CONF ROS-NBI SIWIVI 0 D 0 0D 0 00D 0 000 	 LREF 6 4320 FT
 
BREF 3 8920 FT
 
XNRP 1485 0040 IN
 
YNRP 0 0000 IN 
ZHRP 7? 0004 IN 
MACH 0 170 	 SCALE 0 0400 
PAGE 84
 












-Is -14 -12 -10 -­8 -6 -4 - 0 2 4 6 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET S 
Y 
M 
B OL  CONFIOURATICHDESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVTR AILROM 






10 12 14 IS 
REFERENCE INFOrMATICN 
SR9F 9 1952 SQ FT 
LREF 6 4320 FT 
OREF 3 8920 FT 
XNAP 1465 0040 IN 
YMRF 0 00O0 I 
ZNSP 37 0004 IN 
SCALE 0 0400 
PAGE 85 










-4-12 -10 8 6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 
STDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION ALPHA ELEVTR AILRON 
(RCW042) C GWTT 290-CONF ROS-NB2 83F1W1V2 D 000 0 000 0 000 
(XCO054) Ll GWTT 289-CONF ROS-NS1 SIWIVI 0 000 0 000 0 000 





t0 12 14 16 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 9 1952 SO FT 
LREF 6 4320 FT 
BREF 3 8920 FT 
XMRF 1485 0040 IN 
YMRP D 0000 IN 
ZNRP 31 0004 IN 
SCALE 0 0400 
PAGE 86 
FIG. 15 EFFECT OF SHORT NOSE INYAW, ALPHA=O. DEG
 













-is -14 -19 -to -0R -6 - 4 -2 a 2 4 6 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET $YMBOL €ONFIGURATIONi DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVTR AILRON 
(RCW042) Q GWTT 99D-CONF ROS-N5Z B3FlWlVl 0 000 a 000 0 ova 
(XCQ054) 1 GWTT 2819-COF ROS-NS1 SlWlV1 0 coo 09D0 0 000 





to 12 14 16 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 9 1952 59 FT 
LREF 6 4320 FT 
OREF 3 8920 FT 
"HRP 1485 0040 IN 
YHRP D 0000 INSCA- a 0400 
PAGE 87 












-16 -14 -12 -10 -8 -­ 6 -­ 4 -2 a 2 4 6 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVTR AILRON 
'ACW040) Q GWTT 290-CONF ROS-N:Z S3FiWlVl 0 000 0 000 
CXCQU52) L- GWTT 289-CONF ROS-N 1 a IwIV1 21 BOB 0 000 a BOB 





10 12 14 16 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 9 1952 SQ F T 
LREF 6 43 20 FT 
"REF , 8920 FT
XwRP 2485 0040 IN 
YMRP 0 -0 U N 
ZSRP S77 0004 IN 
SCALE 9 040 
PAGE 88 

















15 -14 -19 -,ao 1 4 v 4 6 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 








GWTT 290-CMF ROS-N32 83FI lVl 














SREF 9 1952 SQ FT 
LREF 6 4Z?0 FT 
BREF 3 8920 FT 
XMRF 1485 0040 IN 
YMRP U 000o 1 N 
ZNRP 111 1004 IN 
$CAL r 0 0 400 
PAGE 89 
















16R -I -100 -2 1 4 Na0 1 
XMRP 1485 0040 IN 
MACH 0 170 SCALE 0 0400 
PAGE 90 









-Is 14 -12 -1O - a -s6 4 a 2 4 6 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SEr SYMBOL CONFlIGURATIoON0ESCRIPTIONl ALPHlA ELEVTR AILRON 
(ACWO40) GWTT 290-CONF ROS-N92 83F1w1V1l a 000 0 ODD 






10 12 14 15 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
OREF 9 1952 SIT FT 
IREF 6 4320 F 
BREF 3 8921 FT 
X*4RF 3405 0040 IN 
YNRP 0 0000 IN 
ZMRP 37r 0004 IN 
0 0400 
PAGE 91 
FIG. 18 EFFECT OF SHORT NOSE INYAW. ALPHA=21. BEG










- -6 a 14 I0-a6 -1 -8 -4 -2 0 4 6 8 2 16 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
M C R I 
DATA SET SY BOL COFIGURATIN DES PTIC ALFHA ELEVTR AIR0N RUDDER R ErRENCC INFORMATION 
(ACWO4O) 0 GWTT 2S9-CONF ROS-NBa B3FLWIVI 0 coo a 000 0 000 SREF 9 1952 SQ FT 
(XCQ052) p GWTT 289-CONF ROS-NOI BIWIVI 21 000 0 D 0 000 0 000 LREF 6 4320 FT 
BREF 3 8920 FT 
XMRF 1405 0040 IN 
YMRF 0 000o IN 
ZHRPF 377 0004 IN 
SCALE 0 0400 
MACH 0 I70 
PAGE S2 






























-15 -4 -12 -to -8 - 6 - 4 - 0 2 4 6 a 10 to 14 16 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTI ALPHA ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CACW0402 0 O WTT 290-CONF ROS-S2 83FIWIVI 0 000 0B000 0 00 SREF 9 1952 SQ FT 
CXCQOS2) A GWTT a89-CONF RS- NBI BIWIV 21 000 a Doc a 000 0 Bo LREF 6 4320 FT 
BREF 3 8920 FT 
XNRF 1485 0040 INYRP 0 00o IN 
ZKRP 377 0004 IN 
MACH 0 170 SCALE 0 0400 
PAGE 93
 










-<-- 4.- -- 8 __- - -
-15 0 
25 
1 A -14 12 10 -a 6 4 -2 2 * 6 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVTR AILRON 
(RC14044) Q GWTT E90-CONF ADS-Not 03FI a UOU 




to '2 14 18 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 9 1952 SQ FT 
LREF 6 4320 FT 
OREF 3 S920 FT 
XNRP 1485 0040D IN 
YMRP 0 0000 IN 
ZMRF 31? 0004 IN 
0 0400 
PAG3E 84 















as$t -14 -so -10 - - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
so S0 2 4 le 





SUITT 290-CONF ROS-NSZ 83F1 






ELeVTR AILRON RUDDER ArEREMNC INFORMATION 
6R5F 9 1952 SO FT 
LR SF 6 432 0 FT 
3 8920 FT 
'MRPp I'S5 D04 . IN 
YMRF 0 0000 1N 
Z RPF " D004 IN 
SCALE D.0400 
PAGE 95 













-DIS -24 -12 -ic -- & 4 - 0 2 4 6 a 10 IS 14 16 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONtFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
, RCW044) C) GWTT 290-CONF ROS-NS2 83FI cluou SREF 9 195Z Sa FT 


























-16 -14 -12 -to 8 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIO 
( wo..) Q SWTT Z90-COF ROS- 0F 
:(.CQD42) ZA WTT 989-CONF ROS-BRDI II 
MACH 0 170 
- -4 - 0 2 4 6 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 





$ 2 $ 4 16 
REFERENCE I INFORMATION 
SREF 9 1952 SQ FT 
LR5F 6 4320 FT 
BREF 3 0920 FT 
Y.Np 10 0 0 . N 
YMAF "1 .04 IN 
SCALE O0 0400 
I 










nun elllIB llf ill Ul ITl IT IrIT Ib I a '.la 14I i 1n6ae 
-16 -14 -12 -10 8 6 4 - o a 6 8 to ta 14 18 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
tRCWD44) CD WTI 290-CONF ROSNB SSFI a 000 SREF 31952 SO FT 






XMRF 1485 0040 IN 
YMRF 0 D00 IN 
ZHRPSCALE 377 00040 04BD IN 
MACH 0 170 
PAGE 98 



























-6 -14 -12 -to a 6 -4 - 2 D 2 4 6 a to 1412 16 
.SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
OAT* SET SYMBOL COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION M ALPHA ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
RC Wai Q *W T 290-CONF R03-0:2 WJFI4) 
 0 
 gO SREF 1952 Be F
XCQ04zj L ' OMIT 209-CONF ROS-A BI1 T0 goo 
 LREF 6 43ZO FT 
SRVF 3 892D FT 
XMR- IABS 00-0 It 








FIG. 18 EFFECT OF SHORT NOSE INPITCH
 

















-0 4 - L I IL . 4.... .
 
- 4 -2 0 2 4 6 a to 12 :4 16 1 20 22 24 26
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 BETA ELEVTR AILRON RUDDEP REFERENCE I FURHATION 
CRCWD46) C GWTT 290-CONF ROS-NS? 53F1 0 0D0 bREF 9 195a SQ FT
 
CRCW048) OITT 290-CONF ROS-NB2 B3FIWIVI 0 000 0 DO a ODD 0 D0 LREF 6 4320 FT
 
(RC0040) WTT 289-CONF ROS-NBI 1 a 0DO BREF 3 8920 FT
T
 
RC02)7 GW T 289-CONF ROS-NSI S1WIVI 0 000 o 000 C ODo (00 	 XMRF 1405 0040 IN
 
YNRF a DO0 IN
 


















hi 0 4 
L) 






08 0? 06 as 04 03 02 01 a -01 0 2 - 03 - 4 - as -B 07 08 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATICN
 
(RCVW4O) Q GWTT 29-COtF ROS-NB2 BSF1 0 Oo 9 1952 SO
SREF FT
(RWO4O) OWTT 29-CONF ROS-NB2 B3FIWIVI 0 D00 0 000 0 000 0 000 LREF 6 A320 FT
 
(RCQ040) A GWTT 289-CaNF ROS-Ni 81 0 000 3REF 3 8920 FT
 
(RC027) Q GWTT 289-CNF ROS-NBl BiWIVi 0 00o 0 000 0 0 00 C 000 XHRF 1485 0040 IN
 
YHRF 0 0000 IN 
ZMRP 377 0004 IN 





















-g 05 10 .15 20 .25 .30 35 .40 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD 
DATA SET SYMBOL C0NFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
:RCW046) 0 GWTT 290-CONF ROS-Nag 53FI 
tRCWO4S) LA GWTT 290-CO)F ROS-B2 BSpIWIVi 
(RCQO4O) GWTT 289-CONF ROS-NSI 81 
















SREF 9 1952 SQ FT 
LREF 6 4320 FT 
REF 5 8920 FT 
XHRF 1485 0040 IN 
YNRP 0 0000 IN 
Z$RP 377 0004 IN 
MACH D 170 SCALE 0 0400 
PAGE 102 













-6 4 2 0 * 4 6 8 to 12 14 16 is to 2i *4 z6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 


























8REF 6920 FT 
XNRF 1485 0040 IN 
YNR? 0 0000 IN 
Z. R 37 7 0 4 IN 
MACH 0 ITO SCAL 0 0400 
PAGE 103 







0o .L... - ...L ... .. 
-6 




4 - 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
CONFIOURATION DEfCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AILRON 
GWTT e9-CONF ROS-N82 S3FnlWIV 0 0oo 0 000 0 000 






10 22 24 26 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 9 1952 S FT 
LREF 6 4320 FT 
BREF 3 89Z0 FT 
XMRF 1485 0040 IN 
YMRP 0 0000 IN 
ZRP 377 0004 IN 
SCALE 0 0400 
PAGE 104 
07 











-6 -4 -2 0 6 a to2 IV1 4 16 is 20 92 24 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA ET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(CW0411 C) GWTT 290-CONF ROS-NB2 83F1WIV1 








a Goo 0 DOGG 
0 DOG0 000D 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IREF 9 1952 64 FT 
LREF 6 4320 FT 
BREF 3 8920 FT 
XMRP 1405 OU40 IN 
Y MR PItaP 0 00 0371 0004 1NIN 








z~ 05 .--	 - _---'---' ;LL 
LI. 










1 4 -2 a 2 4 6 a to 12 14 16 le ED 2O2 Z4 Z6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 BETA ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 Duo 0 000 SREF 9 1952 So FT 
RCW049J GWTT 290-CONF ROS-NO2 83FIWIV1 a goo a DoG 0 000 0 00G 	 LREF 6 A320 FT
 
aREF 3 09a0 FT
 
XMRF 1485 0040 IN
 
,CWD40) R GWTT 290-CONF RO-052 BZFl lVl 	 0 000 0 Goo 




MACH 0 110 
 ZMRP

















-6 -4 - 2 a 2 4 6 a t0 le 14 is z 8 g; te 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONDCSCRIFTI ONBTA ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 





















INRPY-RP 1485 0 040a . 00 a NI 
MACH 0 17a 
ZHRF 
SCALE 












I- 03 _ 
z 
I I Il l1 l 1 l l ~ i 1 1 l 1 1 1 oi lI I I# I l II t 1 I 1
-4 2 0 a 111 12 g 22 24 Z6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA LLYVTR AILRON RUBBER REFEkENCE INFORMATION 
(RCW048) J: GWTT 290-COMF ROS-NBZ B3FlWlVl 0 ODD 0 000 0 000 0 000 SREF 9 1952 SQ FT 
(RCWS49) LNSUTT 290-CONF ROS-N92 B3FlWlV1 I Back 0 000 a Do a 0 Go 0 LREF 6 4320 FTI 
BREF 3 8920 FT 
XHRr 1485 0040 INy0RP 0 00_ 1N
 
ZMRP 311 Do0" N 
MAIN U 270 SCALE a 140D 
PAGE 108 
FIG. 20 EFFECT OF BODY FLAP (LONG NOSE)










-6 -4 - 2 a 2 4 6 6 to 12 14 1 is ED 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFRMATION 
(RCW004) aWTT 29D-CCNF ROS-NDt BIF1IV1Y 0 000 a Duo a oo 000 O SREF 9 1952 60 FT 
(RCWDSQ) 2 GWTT 290-CONF ROS-NSI BIFIWIVICBODY FLAP AT 0) 0 Goa a goo 0 000 0 000 LREF 6 4320 FT 
rT
3 0920 
10R 1485 , 040 IN 





























-0 2 07 0 6 a s 0 4 0 3 B E _ 0 1 0 - 0 - 0 3 - 04 5 0 6 - - 08D 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
RCW004) Q OWTT 290-CONF RO$-NB1 B1FiWiVI Do 0O000 a OC 0 000 SREF 9 1952 SQ FT 
(RCW050) Ll WTT 290-CONF ROS-NB 1 BIFIWIVI(SOVY FLAP AT 0) b nou .o 0 00 a 0 0O LREF 6 4520 FTI 
BREF 3 89ZO FT 
XNRP 1485 04 0 IN 
YMRF 0 00 1
ZMRF 377 0004 IN
 
SCALE 0 0400





















00 05 10 15 20 25 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CU 
DATA SET SYMBOL CON ZGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AZLRON 
(RCW004 GWTT Z90-CONF ROS-NSI SIFIIV1 0 000 0 0D 0 000 
(RCW050) GWTT 290-CONF BO-Nat IFIWIVI(ODY FLAP AT D) 0 0D0 a 00 0 000 







SREF 9 1952 5 FT 
LREF 6 4320 FT 
BREF 3 0920 FT XMRF J45 0040 IN 
YMRP 0 0000 N 
ZNRF 377 0004 IN 
SCALE 0 0400 
PAGE 111 
FIG. 21 RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS INPITCH
 
s .















- 6 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 to 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RCWO04) C GWTT 290-CONF ROs-NBI BIFiWIVI 0 000 a 00o 0 oo a oo SREF 9 1952 SQ FT
 
CRCWOSI) Ll GWTT 290-CONF ROS-NI BIFIWIVI 0 COo 0 oo 0 00 -5 000 LREF 6 4320 FT
 
(RCW0SZ) OM ROS-NBI SIFIBIVI c 0 000 0 000 -15 000 BREF FT
WTT 290-CONF a0  3 85920 

(RCQD35 [J GWTT 289-CONF ROS-NBi BIWIV± o coo 0 cO a 000 -to 0o XMRP 1485 0040 IN
 
YMRF 0 0000 IN
 
ZNRP 377 04 IN
 




















-6 4 -2 0 2 
 4 6 & 10 12 14 16 10 2 26
20 24 

ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIOI DESCRIFTION BETA ELEVTR AILRON RUDDR 
 REFERENCE INFORATION

,RCW004) Q 047 29OCONF ROS-N91 Biriwivi 

CWOB1) L OWTT 292-CONF ROS-NO: BIFIWIVI 

0 0 , O.oo 0.000 BREF 9.1952 3Q FT 0.000
CRCWO52, 0 GWTT 290-CONF ROS-N81 BIFIWIVI 0.000 0.000 -5.000 LREF 6.4320 FT 0.000 o.DO 0.000 -15,00D BREF 3.8920
(RCQO35) GWTT 289-CONF. RO$-B1 BjWjV1 FT
 0.000 0.000 









FIG. 21 RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS INPITCH
 






- .04 -­ _ _ 
-. 07 
-. 8 6 2 4 6 0, 12 14 16 is go -
 2 a, 26 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION/ BETA ZLEVTR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RCW004; OMIWT 290-CONF ROS-NB1 BlFlWIVl oD 0.000 0000 0.000 .O SREF 9.1952 SQ FT {RCWD51 OMIWT 29 0-COMF ROS-NBI BlFlWlVl 0.000 0.000 0.000 -5.000 LREF 6.4320 FT(RCWO5z ) GWTT 290-CONF RO$-NB1 BIFIWlVl 0°00o 0.000 0.000 -15.000 BREF .9O FRc ao35) i OMT 289-CONF . ROS-NB l BIwiv i 




Z HRP 377 . GD4 IN
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FIG. 25 EFFECT OF ENGINE PODSCEI) INYAW. ALPHA=21. DEG.
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVTR t.ILRON 
, ACW062) 0 GVCT 290-COWF ROS-NBI BlFlWIVIEI 0.000 0.000 
1ACH 0.17-
a a 12 14 
RUDDER " REFERENCE INFORMATION 
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CW 0 
2 
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ATA SET SYMBOL C&IFIGURATI0ON0ESCRIPTJICO ALPHA ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
CROS-NBI4FTivl 
o 0.000(RCW04) GWTT 290-CONF ROS-N81 BIFiWiVI 000 O.OU o.000 SREF 9.1952 SO FT0.000 0.000(RCWOGOS WTT 290-CONF ROS-NB1 BIFIWIV1 0.000 -5.000 LREF 6.4320 FT0.00 0.000 0.000 -15.000cxcoosoi Q OWIT 289-COUF. ROS-1 e:W1V1 BREF 3.8920 FT(0.000 0.000 0.000 -10.00a XNRP 1485.0040 IN 
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O2WTT 290-CONF ROS-NBI BIRIWIVI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 9.1952 S0 FT(RCW64) OWTT 290-C NF ROS-NB1 SIFIWIVI 0.000 0.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 6.4320 FT
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ALPHA ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(ACW063) Q' OWTT 290-CONF ROS-NS1 S1FlWlVl 	 0 GOO 5.0 9.195
.0 RF S F
(ACWDOS) L GWTT 290-CONF RO$-,B1 BlFlWlVl 	 0:000 0.000 -15.000 LREF 6.4320 FT 
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FIG. 28 EFFECT OF SPLIT RUDDERS INYAW. ALPHA=O. BEG.
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(RCWOO2) C GWTT 290-CONF ROS-N1 BIFIWIV1 0.000 0.000 SREF 9.1952 SQ FT 
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CXCQ0SZ GWTT 209-CONF. ROS-NO1 BIWIVI 21.000 0.000 SREF 9.1952 SQ FT£ IACW0703 GWTT 290-CONF RO$-N1 BIFIWIV1 30.000 -30.000 LREF 6.4320 FT(ACW067) 0 GWTT Z9U-CONF ROS-HNl BIFIWIVI 60.000 -60.000 BREF 3.8920 FT 
XNRF , 1485.0040 IN 
YNRF 0.0000 IN 
SR. 377.0004 IN 
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I XCQ O ) 6W Z 9-C F. RO -NBl BIW IV 21.000 0.000 SREF 9.1952 SQtFT 
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FIG. 29 EFFECT OF SPLIT.RUDDERS INYAW, ALPHA=2I. BEG.
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FIG. 29 EFFECT OF SPLIT RUDDERS INYAW, ALPHA=21. BEG. 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA LRUDOR , RRUDOR RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CXCQ05;t) Q GITT 289-CQNF ROS-NB1 BIWIVI 21.000 0.000 SREF 9.1952 SQ FT
CACW0?0J GWTT 290-CONF ROS-NBI SIFIWIVI 30.000 -30.00D LREF 6.432D FTfACWD67) 0 GWTT 290-coMF ROS-NBe BIFIWIVI 60.000 -60.00d SREF 3.8920 FT 
XNRF 1485 0040 IN
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SCALE 0.0400 
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FIG. 30 EFFECT OF TWIN FINS WITH WIDE BODY INYAW. ALPHA=21. 'DEG. 
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FIG. 30 EFFECT OF TWIN FINS WITH WIDE BODY INYAW, ALPHA=21. BEG.
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FIG. 31 EFFECT OF WING TIP FINS INYAW, ALPIA=21. DE6.
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DATA SET SYMBOL CNCFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFO*ATION 
CACWDre) OWT 290.COEF ROS-NBI BIF±W2V3 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 9.1952 SQ FT (ACWTTJ GWTT 290-CONF ROS-NI OiFIW2V3 
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALFHA ELEVTR KILRON 
GOTT 290-COnF ROS-NB1 SIFIWZV3 0.000 0.000 
GWTT 290-¢CNF ROS-NBI BSFW2V3 
-15.000 0.DO 






SREF 9.952 50 FT 
LREF 6.4320 FT 
BRtF 3.8920 FT 
XNRP 1485.D40 IN 
YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRF 377.0004 IN 
SCALE 0.0400 
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FIG. 31 EFFECT OF WING TIP FINS INYAW. ALPHA=21. DEG. ­
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FIG. 32 WING TIP FIN MODIFIEDELEVTR=-I5. BEG.
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RCW0043 Q OMIWT 290-C0(tF ROS-NBI BlFIWIVI 0.000 U.'ano {}.000 
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"REFERENCE INFORMATION 
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(WD4ATASET SYBL wCONF1URATION29- DESCRIPTION BETA LEVTR ALRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
GT 9COFRO$-NBI BlFIWlVl
R CW0OB(R1) 	 0.000 0.000 0.00D 0.000 SREF 9.1952 SQ FT
OMIGW C MF9B O -BROS-NB )FIWIV 1 	 0 .000 . 00
T 29 -C  I B (l¢   IB 
 D .BO u 0 .0120 LR F 6.4320 F T
 (R -a WT20C1F O--
~CF~~ 
 B.DO 0 .006 0.000 0.000 	 BREF - 3.0920 FT 
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DATA S T SYMBOL. CNCFIGURAIO 
CRCW004) 0 GWT 290CcNF 
(RCW SI) GWT 290-CONF 
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I l | 1 
.10 .15. .20 * 25 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD 
DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AILRON 
RQS-NS1SIFIWIVI 0.000 0:000 0.000 ROS-Nl B(1B)JF1WIVI OO 0.000 0.000 








SREF 9.1952 5Q FT 
LREF 6.4320 FT 
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XMRF . 1405.0040 IN 
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Z7RP 377.0004 IN 
SCALE 0.0400 
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FIG. 34 EFFECT OF E2 ENGINE PODS
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DWO)ATASET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
" BETA ELEVTR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
RC04IQ GWTT 290-CONF RO-NS1 8IFlWIVl R.000 D.ODOo 3
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FIG. 35 YAW POLARS WITH E2 ENGINE PODS 
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